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Abstract- Nowadays, one of the popular multimedia data 
exchanged in the internet is Digital video. Protection requers in 
requires to enhance security in commercial activity on the 
internet as well as media. a widely interesting research is the 2D 
Barcode with a digital watermark is in the field of security. By 
using the Quick Response (QR) Code technique, in this paper we 
propose a video watermarking with text data. Via a robust video 
watermarking scheme the QR Code is prepared to be 
watermarked based on the SVD(singular value decomposition) 
and DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform). SVD is an attractive 
algebraic transformfor watermarking applications. In addition to 
that logo (or) watermark gives the authorized ownership of video 
document. For the cover I-frame the SVD is applied. With logo 
(or) watermark there fused the extracted diagonal value. For 
SVD cover image and QR code image the SVD is applied. The 
watermarked image inverse transform and add the frame into 
video, to authorized customers this watermarked video file sends. 
In the reverse process for authorized ownership check the logo 
and QR code. acceptable imperceptibility  achieved by these 
experimental results and in video processing there certain 
robustness. 
 
Index Terms- 2D Barcode; Quick Response (QR) Code; 
singularvalue decomposition (SVD); Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT). 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he embedding of secret information into data under the 
assumption is the main idea of steganography that the secret 

information in data cannot know to others. To check the logo 
embedded in data or not is the main idea of watermarks. Based 
on the type of document to be watermarked, Feature coding, 
word shift coding and Line shift coding are types of  Text 
Watermarking. Visible Watermark: In the picture or video the 
information is visible 
 

 
Fig.1 D bar code 

 
 

 
Fig. 2 QR Code 

 
        Typically, the owner of the media identifies by the 
information is text or a logo. Invisible Watermark: It is an 
overlaid image which cannot be seen, but algorithmically can be 
detected it. Dual Watermarking: A combination of a visible and 
an invisible watermark is the Dual Watermarking. In this type of 
watermark, as a backup for the visible watermark an invisible 
watermark is used. To verify ownership it can be used. The 
Japanese corporation Denso Wave invited a quick response (QR) 
code which is a two dimensional barcode. In this information is 
encoded in both the vertical as well as horizontal direction, thus 
by a traditional bar code it holds up to several hundred times 
more data (figure 2). A considerably greater volume of 
information than a 1D Barcode holds by QR Codes (figure 1). in 
many types of characters such as numeric, binary, alphabetic 
character, Hiragana, symbols, Kanji, Kana, and control codes 
there can encode a QR Code. 
 

II. RELATED WORKS 
        By using DFT compare with DWT,  Mahasak Ketcham et 
al. has proposed QR Code embedded technique for invisible 
watermarking. By usingblocks DFT, the DFT allows a QR Code 
image to be broken up into different frequency bands. By 
applying the QR Code technique and using an AI technique, 
Thitapa Poomvichid has proposed audio based data hiding and 
achieved the quality of this technique was watermarked image 
and after certain attacks the Sim value of the extracted watermark 
will be poor. There can be achieved the inaudibility and robust 
performance. A robust method of embedding QR code has 
proposed by Shanjun Zhang into the DWT domain of divided 
blocks of the still image. Even if the images are compressed to 
less percentage of the original according to the contents of the 
images this technique was embedded information and extracted 
correctly. Reliable SVD-based image watermarking has proposed 
by Ray-Shine Run. The ambiguities situation was solving by it 
and the false positive problem and he gets the best PSNR value. 
For ownership protection Ahmad A. Mohammad has proposed 
SVDbased watermarking algorithm. The false-positive detection 
flaw in most SVD-based techniques was more robust and solves 
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by this proposed algorithm. A blind and robust audio 
watermarking technique combined with SVD, DCT and 
synchronization code technique proposed by Bai Ying Lei which 
achieves very low error probability rates. There show better 
performance from our algorithm with traditional and SVD based 
algorithms. Based on SVD using the differential evolution 
algorithm effectively, Veysel Aslantas has proposed optimal 
robust image watermarking technique to improve the quality of 
the watermarked image and the robustness of the embedded 
watermark against various attacks. By combining the SVD and 
DCT, Fangjun Huang has proposed watermarking method. 
Without degrading image quality it was should achieve the 
highest possible robustness. A video watermarking scheme was 
proposed by Ming Jiang based on MPEG-2. It can achieve the 
imperceptible and security of a watermark and good excellent 
robustness to MPEG-2videos. On the compressed domain the 
Min-Jeong Lee has proposed a practical video watermarking 
technique which was satisfying realtime requirements and for 
protecting the copyright of HD video contents is robust. The 
blind MPEG-2 video watermarking has proposed by Dooseop 
Choi. For camcorder recording and other attacks which achieved 
high video quality and robustness. There has been computed the 
Embedding capacity of the proposed method compared to the 
existing methods which is better than the most cases. After 
embedding of secret image in various coefficients of the cover 
image the MSE and PSNR value is also better than existing 
methods. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTE 
A. Embedding Process: 
        Video file we have taken the Iframe in the embedded 
process and apply SVD. On both I-frame First insert a logo and 
then take DWT with logo and with DWT co-efficient the QR 
code image was composite. To obtain the watermarked image 
next apply IDWT. Finally in a video file there add watermarked 
I-fram. The extracting process’s schematic representation was 
given in the Fig 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 Shows the proposed embedded process. 
 
Algorithm For Embedding Process:  
        Step 1: First read the video file after that extract RGB P-
frame, B-frame, and I-frame.  
        Step 2: Then as a cover image read the I-frame image.  
        Step 3: Then with company name thaere generate a QR code 
image.  
        Step 4: Apply SVD to I frame and get three singular 
coefficients as u,∑,v'  
        Step 5: Then to get an SVD cover image there Add logo 
with components of an SVD image. 
        All title and author details must be in single-column format 
and must be centered.  
        Step 6: To get combined image apply DWT on both SVD 
cover image and QR code image 
        Step 7: To get Watermarked I frame take the inverse DWT 
on the combined image 
        Step 8: Finally to get the watermarked video files, 
watermarked I frame image.  
 
B. Extracting Process: 
        In extracting process, for watermarked image and recover 
the logo the SVD is applied. Then, on the wavelet co-efficient 
apply DWT on original video file and watermarked I-frame 
extract wavelet co-efficient fusion process, to obtain the QR code 
image take the IDWT. Finally the verification text are extracted. 
The extracting process’s schematic representation was given in 
the Fig 
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of the extracting process 
 
Algorithm For Decoding Process: 
  
        Step 1: First aead the watermarked video files for extracting 
the Watermarked I frame.  
        Step 2: Then read the original video file after that extract 
original Video I frame.  
        Step 3: On both videos I frame there apply DWT.  
        Step 4: With original video I frame coefficient Subtract 
watermarked video I frame coefficient and to get a QR code 
image take the Inverse DWT.  
        Step 5: Extract company name From QR code image by 
using QR code reader.  
        Step 6: To recover The logo by using the singular value 
component apply SVD on watermarked I frame. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
        The improved imperceptibility and security watermarking 
achieved by this method in this encoding process of QR code and 
get excellent performances.The first method shows that in the 
diagonal element the watermark was embedded. On the other 
hand  embedding text messages in the QR code image. So, two 
authentication detail  given by the dual process. In the QR code 
image the logo is located very safely. For providing copyright 
protection this method is convenient, feasible and practically 
used.  
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